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In this day of economic downturn, many colleges and universities are having to cut budgets. Some are reducing teaching staff and leaving the remainder of the staff to cover more courses. This short article gives a few of the tricks I have found useful to reduce the faculty hours for teaching a course without (I think) reducing course quality or student learning.

Exams

Write a good, clear exam in the first place, and be sure it is not too long. Students generally take 3 times as long to do my exam as I do, so for a 1 hour exam, I make sure I can work it in 20 minutes. After all, I know what I am looking for and don’t have to read the problems carefully or figure out what I was asking for. Check very carefully (and if possible have a TA check) to be sure you have made every problem very clear, carefully prescribed all the variables, etc. Nothing is harder to grade than an exam where students misinterpreted your problems.

Multiple choice exams are faster to grade. I haven’t found a good way to ask multiple choice EM exams, but I wish I could! (Suggestions welcomed for a further column.)

Put lines/boxes/tables/etc. in the exam for the students to fill in is possible. It is easier to grade an exam if you can look for all of the answers in the same place.

Grading exams is one of the most time consuming activities in teaching, particularly in a large class. Have graduate students or TAs help you! First, make a good, clear answer key and mark how many points you will give for each part of a problem. Then buy lots of pizza, and sit around a big table with your TAs to help grade the exams. Explain in detail about the grading for problem 1, and then grade all of the papers for problem 1. When a grader has a question, you are right there to ask, and you can grade the harder ones (usually the ones the student has messed up on). This gives good grading consistency. And I can usually give the exams back to the students the very next day, which the students really appreciate (translation: higher teaching evaluations).
Give fewer exams. I usually give 3 plus a final, although many of my colleagues give 2. One year I gave weekly exams. It was a lot of work and seemed like I was grading exams all day every day. The students didn’t like it either.

I have a trick that has saved me a lot of time grading the finals (at the end of the semester when time is at a premium and everyone is tired). I give 3 midterm exams, each of which is 1 hour long. And I break the final into three sections that cover the same material as each midterm. (The topic areas are the same but the questions are definitely different.) The final exam time at our university is 2 hours, so each section of the final is 2/3 as long as the associated midterm exam. Most of my midterms have 3 problems. Each section of the final has 2 problems, for a total of 6. Each section of the final exam is optional, and I give the student the highest grade of either the midterm score or the final exam score. For instance, if a student has done well on midterm 1 and 3, they may choose to take only final exam section 2. If they have done well on all of the midterms, they may not take the midterm at all. If they do well on midterm 1 and poorly on final section 1, they still get the good score from midterm 1. If they do poorly on midterm 1 but well on final section 1, they get the score from final section 1. This results in my needing to grade only about half of the final. There are some other advantages, from a lazy professor’s perspective. The students stay motivated, even after doing poorly on an exam. They work to find out what they did wrong, learn the material better, and give it a better shot on the final. About half of the students improve their grades this way. Most of the ones who don’t were actually doing quite well and were just trying to get an even better grade than they already had. The other thing that is nice is that even if a student is ill, their car breaks down, their dog dies, or whatever... I don’t feel compelled to write or give make up exams. The final exam can do that. And I don’t feel as bad if a student misunderstands an exam question, freezes up, or otherwise has a bad exam taking day. They can fix that on the final too. My idea in doing this is that a student can know the material and still get a bad score on the midterm, a fluke. But they can’t get a good score by accident – they have to know the material. If they know the material once, I assume they will know it later, and I don’t need to check again to find out (I don’t need a comprehensive final). I’ve had many students tell me this reduces their stress when taking exams, and students who are not stressed do better. One note on scheduling the exams... be sure the final midterm covers the end of the lecture material. I use the last three days of class to review for midterm 1,2,3, respectively, and give midterm 3 on the day before I begin those reviews. Students have really liked this exam policy (again, higher teaching evaluations), and I like it better too. They still have to know the material when they leave the class, but it reduces a lot of the frustrations that come with ordinary exam processes.

Post all of your old exam keys on line. Students love this. And you can assume that some of your students have copies from last year from their friends or whatever, so you might as well make it fair and let everyone have them. Definitely, never reuse an exam. They are far too easy to post online.

**Homework**

Writing homework and its solutions takes a LOT of professor time. If you have a textbook with good homework problems, use them. Be aware that virtually every solution manual for every textbook ever written is available to the students online for free or cheap. Illegitimate copies abound. This is one reason that many professors have chosen to write their own assignments, which need to be rewritten
each year (your answers from last year will surely be posted somewhere too!). But this takes so much time, think carefully before writing your own homework.

I give homework problems from my standard textbook. I like them, they represent the material well, and the solutions are already worked out. I make the solutions available in advance of when the assignment is due, and ask the students to check themselves to see if the solution is correct. Then I just give ‘completion’ credit for students turning in completed homework. It is much faster to give points for completeness and not have to check the correctness of the answers, and the students benefit from seeing the correct method right away (which is often a little different than how they did it… electromagnetic problems can be solved in many ways). There are always a few students who just copy the solutions and don’t learn the material. They will have 100% (completion) on all of the homework and fail the first exam. That is usually enough to change how they study, and they put in more responsibility and effort for the remainder of the class (and go back and learn the material to fix their score on the first midterm on the final exam).

**Office Hours**

Schedule office hours right after class, if possible. Most students will ask a quick question while you are still in the classroom and go on to their next class or activity. This is usually faster than ‘quick’ questions in your office.

Consider providing full solutions to the problems you assign. Providing the solutions has also radically reduced the easier questions students were asking in office hours. I used to have a long line of students the day the homework is due. Now it is only the more difficult questions where a student really doesn’t understand and needs extra help. Those are the questions I would rather focus on anyway.

I have had very good luck with these lazy ideas. Actually, they don’t end up being lazy at all. They leave time for other activities like writing papers, working with graduate students, career advising, to name a few.